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Design firm melds talents of each partner
Anh-Minh Le
Sunday, March 4, 2012

Richard Bohonsky and Martin Scott have apparently struck just the right balance in their professional and
personal lives. The two men, who are a couple as well as business partners, started Martin Richards Interiors
( www.martin-richards.com) a decade ago as a retail store and design studio. While Bohonsky is the principal
designer, Scott oversees the operations and acts as a sounding board for Bohonsky. "I am not at all trained in
the way that he is, but I do have a point of view, and we collaborate well on design," explains Scott. "He reins
me in a little, and I push him to go for it design-wise."
Bohonsky started his career in Dallas, where he opened his first practice in 1992. When he and Scott met at a
Dallas trade show, Scott was living in San Francisco and working as a regional sales manager for handbag
company the Sak. They dated long distance until Scott's job transferred him to Dallas. In 1999, the duo
moved to San Francisco together and later started Martin Richards, which is now focused solely on design
(the retail portion has been closed).
The company is about to remodel a condo in New York's Upper West Side, and is developing a small
collection of occasional tables. "I don't know that we have a definite aesthetic that we are known for, as much
as an approach," says Bohonsky, about the firm's style. "I think clients enjoy working with us because of our
ability to get their vision, and our ease and ability to get them there without too much drama. Some say we're
the best- kept secret in town, and instant gratification is our stock in trade."

A few favorites
Russell Yip / The Chronicle

Richard Bohonsky and Martin Scott moved to San
Francisco and started Martin Richards Interiors in 1999.

Richard Bohonsky
SketchBook Pro: "I installed this app on my iPad, and it's great when meeting with clients. You can
photograph a room or particular piece, import it to the screen, and draw or make notes over it. From there,

e-mail it, save it to their file, etc. It is becoming an invaluable tool."
Pacific Heights solarium: "When we started this remodel, the roof was obscured because the ceiling contained frosted Plexiglas panels. When we removed them,
the extended glass roof was now open. We added a center beam in order to drop the chandelier, and tented the upper portion of the ceiling. The center picture
window frames the sculpture in the garden perfectly. It is a very cozy room in a rainstorm; it's like sitting under a glass umbrella."

Martin Scott
Antique Venetian Blackamoor torchieres: "These hand-carved, monochrome wood torchieres are in our dining room and stand about 8 feet tall with eight
lights each. They are so Old World and so beautiful. I adore Venice, and looking at these makes me think of what it must have been like to be in a Venetian palazzo in
the 19th century, surrounded by exquisite craftsmanship and gorgeous art."
Ratchet sofas: "Also known as Knole sofas, these intrigue me. They originated in Kent, England, some 350 years ago. There are many great stories as to their
purpose: a kind of receiving throne for a monarch; a convertible bed but in cold weather the arms were kept up to keep out the chill; the high arms were intended to
prevent curious servants from spying on what the lady of the house might be doing whilst her husband was away on business. Today, they are a classic that never
goes out of style."

The Bohonsky cheat sheet
Mix master: "Don't get hung up on being a purist when it comes to styles or periods. A well-thought-out mix is always more inviting. That gilded Louis XV
armchair on that concrete midcentury floor may well be the jewel in the crown."
Patience is a virtue: "Take your time. I think great rooms evolve over time. Very costly mistakes are made when hasty decisions are made."
Color code: "I like tonal/monochromatic color palettes. I tend to dress this way, and I think I transfer that into the work I do. It creates a very soothing
environment. It's easy on the eye and easy to live with."

The Scott cheat sheet
Risky business: "Take a chance and make it fun. Let your designer help your personality show. A pink chair or a zebra rug is always more fun to talk about than a
plain, beige one. Just make sure it is a good pink chair or an interesting rug. If you like beige, then make it the best beige ever."
Pillow talk: "The Martin Richards credo is 'Less is more, but more is always better' - but don't forsake form over function. A sofa with a very deep seat can hold
more pillows across the back, as you won't be sacrificing the seating area, and it helps to keep you from being swallowed up by the sofa. With a standard seat depth,
something around 22 to 24 inches deep, keep the accent pillows in the corners."
Anh-Minh Le is a freelance writer. home@sfchronicle.com
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